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ALFRED BLU!1STEIN., . 
Professor, school of Urban and pub~~c A~fa~rs 

Director, Urban system,;, Ins~~tute 
Carnegie-Mellon Un~vers~ty 

at the Hearings of the 
SUBCO'~\!ITTEE ON DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL

O . ANALYSIS AND CDOPERATI N SCIENTIFIC PL~~NING, Y 
H~USE CQ)DIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TEplNOLOG. 

January 10, 1978 
New York, N.Y. 

Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

. t testify today before this I am pleased to ·have.the·opportunity 0 

I have been impressed Subcommittee on a subject 0= ?uch great import~nce. 

hearings have been organized, and the at the thoroughness with which these 

thought that has gone into their structure. I hope I can shed some light on the 

what we know about the effects of the basic question of criminal justice system 

on crime. 

ld like to note that the last Before I discuss the substantive issues, I wou 

advances in research on crime and the criminal decade has seen some impressive 

easy to denigrate research in this area, esjustice system. It is all too 

1 of physical technology -< • to some of the recent marve 5 pecially in compar1son 

moon landings, intercontinental missiles, etc. 

from and what is feasible in the ·But we have to examine where we start 

field. and cri~nal justice are most often Discussions on the subject of crime 

. and knowledge that was claimed debates, which have been dominated by rhetor~c:, 

tur.n· around in that. process began t A significant has always been highly suspec . 

creation of a research program in the ten years ago, stimulated largely by the 

and Criminal Justice, an institution that National Institute of Law Enforcement 

who first introduced a bill to create was conceived by Congressman Scheuer, 

that Institute in 1966. along with many others of us, is le$s I know that he, 

, 
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than fully satisfied with all that has happened to his Institute, but I 

belie~e that many of the developments over the past few years are attributable 

ab uirect and indirect consequences of the creation of tpat Institute, and 

we are all grateful for at least that much. 

Let me begin my discussion of how the criminal justice system controls 

crime by noting that it can do so in only three ways: rehar;., " tation, 

deterrence, and incapacitation. Here, rehabilitation refers Lj the expecta-

tion that people who have somehow been "treated" by the criminal justice 

system should subsequently display reduced criminality. Deterrence, often 

referred to as "general deterrence, II is the preventive mechanism ,of the 

criminal justice system: when sanctions are imposed on some .people,. others are 

thereby deterred from becomin~ criminals or from committinq crimes. Incapacita-

~refers to the·crimes averted by isolating an imprisoned person from the 

rest of society. 

-

In addition to these three modes, the criminal justice system engages in 

9
u

nishment for less utilitarian reasons - people are punished as retribution 

and to express a.sense of outra.ge at ci'rtain behavior, and that would be done 

even if it had no effect on other crimes. 
In my discussion today, I would 

like to locus on the utilitarian aspects of the actions taken by the criminal 

justi.ce system, and to provide a very brief summary assessment of what we know, 

and how .welL we know it. I hop.e that will give rise to some sense of where 

we have to go from here in order to make our policies in this area better 

jnformed than they have been, to assure that the rhetoric is at least tempered 

by some sense of empirical validity and to see to it that the actions. taken are 

at least informed by what effects they do have rather than by those we might 

wish them to have. 

7::,"t::"'~x~ _____ ..... ____ • • ____ ~ .• 
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The research over 'the past decade has focused most intensively on the 

questiori of "renabilitatio;t" in a search for treatment programs intended to 

reduce subseque.nt criminality by those who corne into contact with the 

criminal justice system. This area of"research"was pursued for ~wo primary 

reasons. 

First, the evaluatio:1 0:: these various treatmt:::ut programs" was' relatiVely 

t:asy to carry out ~ since tho: e-.jaluation is accompl i.:shed sirnJ?ly by some form 

of experimen't:al design, .... ·~~!:'eby the n"ew' treatment -is -administered to one 

group a~d' a more,traditid:li:treat.':1ent (or no treatment 'at all) is administered 

to a similar "controli,' or u=O'!:l;a~i50n" group (ideally' one which has been 

randomly selected from the ca:Jdidates for the 'treatmentr~ 

Second, there was a ,;idespread ideological c'onunitment to a strategy of' 

rehabilitation. If it work,;, then everyone would' be'-pleased: ,-1e would all ;' 

have less crime, the identi=ied rehabilitated offenders would be'enabled to 

function more effec~ively i:l the legitimate 'society, and the world would thereby 

become a better place. 

Unfortunately; all those good intentions were not enough. The results 

of these evaluations 6f re:!abilitationprograms have been strikingly consistent. 

'Wherever the evaluation has been rigorous. the evaluators appear to have found 

no discernible difference in the post-treatment recidivism'of the treatment 

~roup compared to'the cont~ol group. This is not to say that some programs 

do not help some people, b~t it does emphasize that we'still do not know enough 

to be able to target speci=ic programs at specif~coffenders with the confiden~e 

that tho~se programs will "r e.nabilit'ate" them to 'a sizeable degree .. No "silver 

bullets" have yet been ide:ltified that are potent enough to cure large numbers 

of offenders, at least within the confines of what the criminal justice system 

is able to do. 

I 

-, 
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The accumulation of pess~is~ic findings on this question of 

rehabilitation appear's ,to have had 'an extremely important influence on 

public policy. This perhaps 'ill::istretes a body of research can become 

useful to policy makers: when a n~r of separate, independent studies that 

are individually valid show consis=ent results, then their aggregate implica-

tions must be pursued a No single study can or ever should be sufficient 

to bring about a direct policy acti~~_ Social science research is too often 

plagued by serlsitivity to ~:te pa~t:i;:::!l?r setting or features of an individual 

research study, or by the assw'?~ic~s i~h~rent ~n a particular analysi~,to 

warrant any such action. E~t. the css 0= this body of research on rehabilitatio~ 

does demonstrate, that the accll.:"";".ula-:.io!1 of specific studies can fql;ce an under-. 

lying pattern to emerge, and this ce~ provide very valuable policy guidance. 

I would like to turn no~ to ~e more punitive kinds of effects that the 

criminal justice system also pursues -" deterrence and incapacitation. Working 

to uchieve these kinds of effects i!"Levitably raises some fundamental ethicat 

and value conflicts.' There is little argument against rehabilitation, providing 

that it works. When we deal with p,,-,ishment, some f!mdamental disagreements 

arise. These can be characterized rDst simply - and inevitably simplistically -

as a disagreement between the political left and right. The left tends to be 

very concerned ~bout the possible abuse of power in the hands of government, 

and the CJS .in particular. Tne r ig:,t tends to be much more willing to encourage 

punitive actions; cornpar.ed to t:,he left, they ,tend to be less c;:oncerned with 

the problems of the offenders. The le=t tends to view criminality as much more 

of a continuum between angels and c.s ... .,ils, and they are concerned with who draws 

the boundary line, and ho\'i he dra~'5 it. The right, in the other hand, is more 

likely to take the dichotomized "white hat/black'hat, good guys/bad guys" model, 

and, of course, we all kno'"v where "n"S fit in that ~ 

" 
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Reqa.rdless of _one ' s position on this ideolog1c~1 spectrum, however, 

it is important that we learn just what effect any degree of ' punishment might 

have on crime. If we ca:l bring such inf?rrnation to ,the political process, ~hen 

I am confident that w~ ~ill rnov~ to a more appro~riat~ tradeoff between th~ 

social costs associated with criIne, on one hand, and the social costs 

associated with crime controL ! would like to see that debate more informed 

and less dominated by ideology. Research has a major role in illuminating that 

policy debate so that the C:i.::fe~en=es in values can then take their appropriate 

place in the debate. 

Over t.'e past year, ! have been privileged to chair an extremely important 

Panel c'reated by the "Natio::al ;'.cadeny of Sciences a That Panel, t.l-te PaneJ. on 

Reseal;'ch on Deterrent and. Inca,Pacitative Effects, was charged with assessing 

what we now know about t~e dete~re~t,and incapacitative'effects of the sanctions 

of the criminal justice system~ The report of that Pane;l covers 433 pages, and 

will be released at the enc. of this month. Thus, it woul.d be presumptuous of 

me to try to cover that report at this session a I would like, however, to 

summarize some of the highlights of the report, more for its implications for the 

use of research in the areas of concern of these hearings than for providins' 

definitive solutions to the serious problems of violence we all face~ 

with respect to dete:-rence, let me say that the research issues are quite 

complicated, much' ,more complicated. than the eJ:perimental comparisons involved 

in studies of rehabilitatio:L This is because the deterrence researchers are 

looking for crimes that ~.n't hap,!)en and such non-events are difficult to 

measure a The most common approach to such studies is a statistical one. Most 

typically, the analysts compare crime rates in different jurisdictions, using 

statistical techniques to con,trql for some: of the differences in crime-causing 

factors across the various ju~i~cictions. Then, the ~esearchers look to find 

the statistical association b2tweer. crime rates and the sanction level or 

" 
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amount of punishment delivered~ 
This sanction level is typically measured 

by the "certainty" or the risk of be~ng punished and by the "severity" or 

the length of sentence. 

If deterrence Js wo!:'king, there will presumably be a negative association 

between crime rate and sa::ction levell that is, 'chose jurisdictions with higher 

sanction levels should ha\.-e less crime, and vice versa~ 
And indeed this 

negative associat1,·on' has 2::-een found in many studies. 
This ,has prompted many 

observers ~o conclude tha~ deterrence _does work and th h 
at t e research proves that 

it worksa They then 
esti=ate the number of crimes that can be averted by 

a particular percentage i~=rease in the punishment policy in a particular 

jurisdiction a 

Unfortunately, howe;~e!:', the issue is rather more complicated a 
E'inding 

the negative association is important. but it still leaves open Some critical 

questions of causality. A!l' that we really know is that higher sanctions are 

associated wi th low~r cri:e rates:; and there are' many Possible eh-planations 

fo~ this asspciation, only one of which is the deterrence effect. 
F~r example, 

those jurisdictions which aave high crime rates (which could be 
generated by 

demographic differences o!:" socio~conomic differences, 
totally apart from anything 

involving the criminal j us::ice syste1n) are more 1 'kely 
~ to find their POlice 

prosecutors, courts, and ?:-isons saturated, and so they may lack the resources 

to punish more .. 
Or, thei:- high crime rates may Simply inure them to the minor 

kinds of offenses .. 
It is difficult to know, for example, whether the low 

crime rate iri North Dakota compared to New York, for example, results f~orn 
the high 'imp'risonment risk in r:orth Dakota or Whether the 

high crime rate in 
New- York simply inhibits t..;e imposition of punishment in New York .. 

Thus, unfortunately, the available research cannot yet provide 
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usefuL information for poLicy decision. It is not .simpLy a question of 

being a good enough approy.ication; rather, the results could be appreciably 

in error. Thus, at this tL~e, we can make no sensible statement about 

the number of crimes averte:::' b~' dete~rence. This is not to say that 

the research can be used to disprove the deterrence argument, because the 

evidence is certainly no be~~er on the other side. It simply means that the 

contributions of science a~= not yet ready to be made on this issue. The 

scientists who have stuciec ~~i5 question are thus no better able to aid 

the policy judgment than an~ in=o~ed lawyer, or Congressman, by bringing 

his own personal judgme~t t~ the situation. 

Let us now turn to t~5 ques~ion of incapacitation, where the research 

questions are somewhat di==B~e~t. "e alY can calculate that if we i~prison a 

man who commits five criDes ?e~ year for three years, then we would avert 15 

crimes. The most critical ~~estion limiting that calculation is the great 

difficulty in knowing he",' r...a:1Y crimes a person conunits-. We may have reasonably 

good records on how many tines he has been arrested, but only he knows how 

many crimes he committed be~ween arrests. We could· ask him, but he may have 

difficulty remembering, anc ~e are not sure we can totally believe him if 

he telLs us. 

The problem is furthe::- compoullded by the fact that the individual crime 

rate varies across the cri::!.:lal population, and the ris.k of getting arrested 

may also vary,-but probably in an inverse way; that is, the criminal population 

might be viewed as cornprisi:;q two major groups - ~ few "pros" with high crime 

rates and low arrest vulnErab;ility, and many more "chumps" with low crime rates 

but high arrest vulnerability. If that i~ the case, then the criminal justice 

system can expect to see r..a:-ly "chumps" for each of the "pros. II J..ocking them 

up does not go very far in ac~ieving our purposes of reducing crime. I,e would 

much prefer tb populate our F::-isons with the repeat offender, but we have 
/ 
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difficulty in identifying them even when they are arrested. Furthermore, 

there are'vigorous equity arguoen~s against even att~mpting to estimate an 

individual's crime rate in making tpe incarceration d~cision; he. is sU9Posed 

to be punished for the_ specific offense he committed, and not for others he 

might co~mit in the Iuture. 

Even in-the face of all these problems, it i~ possible to make a very 

rough calculation that all the people in prison today - .. hich is the largest 

prison population in our ~a=io~ls history - might contribute on the order 

of 10 percent more crime i= they we~e let out tomorrow. This implies that 

major changes in prison populations ~ould be require~ to make a major impact 

on crime through ,an incapacitative e=iect. Furthermore, the impact _ in terms 

of percentage increase in ·.P~ison PQPUlation -to achieve a 10 percent reduction 

in crime - would b~ felt ~ost severely in those jurisdictions which 
now 

punish the least. Anq, to our frus~ration, it turns out that those are the 

jurisdictions like N.ew Yo::-k with the highest crime rate,... Thus, While there 

is certainly an incapacitative effect~. it is not e~tremely I 
h arge, and attaining 

a major reduction in crime through incapac~tation is likely to require a 

significant increase in prison populations, which we appear most unlikely to 

undertake. 

In these few minptes, I have tried to summarize extremely briefLy where 

we stand in a very large an~ growing body of research on the effects of the 

criminal J·ust.ice system on cr;~e. ~h . 
~... "e p~cture does not look extremely bright 

for those who are looking for a panacea !rom the overburdened criminal justice 

system, B~t that is not rhe fault of the research; it is a tribute to the 

stability of much of human behavior in the face of our many efforts to manipulate 

it. 

--, 
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The picture is bright, however, from the perspective of knowing much 

better the effects of the actions taken by the criminal justice system. The 

past decade has seen a significant growth in understanding the effects of 

the criminal justice system. Learning that the effects are not strong should 

force us to turn our attention to other solutionsi that is much better than 

acting like King Canute in ordering the tide to turn when we have no control 

over it~ 

Compared to where we were ten years ago, we are now muc~ closer to 

understanding what wo~ks and how much, even though we still have a long way 

to go. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to call your attention to some 

more optimistic info~rna~ion. I have included here present projections of 

arrests (and, presuma.;,ly, the related crime rates) and prison "populations in 

pennsylvania. ~nese projections were derived from some studies we recently 

completed on the effects of der.cgraphic changes on arrest rates and on prison 

popUlations. As you can see, we project arrest rates to peak out in the late 

70's, and prison populations to reach their peak somewhat later, in the mid-BO's. 

This peaking out is a consequence of aging out of the high-crime ages of the 

large number of people bo~n during the post-war baby boom. Thus, we can 

anticipate reduced crime rates in the immediate future (and reports from the 

FBI's Uniform Crime Re?orts already indicate that), with prison population 

declines to follow some years later. 

In concluding this testimony, I would like to emphasize the importance for 

informing policy of developing a strong cumulative program of research pursuing 

the kinds of issues discussed today. It is absolutelY essential that that 

,---_.----- . 
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research program be directed at lea~ning the effects of various policy actions, 

and not at justifying a specific policy line. This requires quality in the 

research and integrity in the research process. I know these issues are of 

fundamental concern to the Subcommittee, and wish it well in its efforts to 

assure that such a program of research is established. 

, 
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